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Sammanfattning 
Målet med detta arbete är att förbättra Spotifys processer när de gör 

förändringar internt som påverkar deras finansiella system. Arbetet har 

genomförts genom att kartlägga de team hos Spotify som skapar, 

påverkar och använder data i det finansiella systemet. Vidare har de 

olika teamens arbetssätt jämförts och skillnader i hur de arbetar 

identifierats. Baserat på de identifierade skillnaderna påvisas vilka 

utmaningar som finns när Spotify genomför förändringar där flera team 

är involverade.  

Kartläggningen visar att det finns både olika arbetssätt och 

grundinställning hos de olika teamen som skapar utmaningar i 

förändringsarbetet, speciellt i tvärfunktionella projekt. Slutsatser från 

resultatet presenteras i form av några olika förslag vilka kan hjälpa till 

att förbättra förändringsarbetet vid tvärfunktionella projekt hos Spotify.  

 Skapa en koordinatorroll som fungerar som en gemensam 

kontakt för alla ärenden som genererar förändringar i det 

finansiella systemet. Genom den nya rollen tydliggör man 

informationsflödet. 

 Skapa ett nytt team som ansvarar för alla förändringar som 

påverkar det finansiella systemet. Ett nytt team minskar 

beroenden mellan de olika teamen. 

 Använda sig av tvärfunktionella projektledare som får 

dedikerade resurser att driva projekt där flera team är 

inblandade. Projektledaren kan då äga och ta ansvar för hela 

processen. 

 Förändra så att alla inblandade team mäts på värdeskapandet för 

hela kedjan istället för att bedömas när de levererat sin del.  

 Anordna en kortare workshop (1-5 dagar) med deltagare från de 

team som behöver interagera med varandra vid en förändring. 

Det blir ett effektivt sätt att minimera ledtiden mellan teamen. 

 Skapa serviceavtal mellan de olika teamen, så att varje team 

effektivare kan planera sina resurser och veta vilka 

förutsättningar som gäller. 

Nyckelord: Förändringsarbete, agila metoder, finansiella system, 

tvärfunktionell  
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Abstract 
The objective of this thesis is to help Spotify to improve their internal 

change management process in their financial system. The work was 

done by charting the internal teams that create, influence and use data 

in the company’s financial system. Furthermore, the working methods 

of the different teams were compared and differences in how they work 

were identified.  

Our findings show that there are both different working processes and 

attitudes between the teams. This creates challenges in the change 

management process, especially in cross-functional projects. Conclu-

sions from the results are presented as suggestions. These may help to 

improve the change management process in cross-functional projects at 

Spotify: 

 Implement a coordinator role, which works as a single point of 

contact for everything that is related to changes in the financial 

system. The new role helps to improve the distribution of infor-

mation. 

 Create a new team that is responsible for all changes that affect 

the financial system. A new team reduces dependencies between 

the different teams. 

 Introduce cross-functional project managers who receive dedicat-

ed resources to implement projects where multiple teams are in-

volved. The project manager can then take full responsibility for 

the entire process. 

 Make sure the effectiveness/productivity of all involved teams is 

measured by the value created for the whole value chain rather 

than when their respective part has been delivered. 

 Have a workshop (1-5 days) in which participants from the teams 

that needs to integrate components work together. This will be an 

effective way to minimize the waiting time between the teams. 

 

 Create a service level agreement between the different teams, so 

that each team can efficiently plan their resources and know what 

to expect from other teams. 

Keywords: Change management, agile methods, financial systems, 

cross-functional 
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Terminology  
Abbreviations and Acronyms  

ERP  Enterprise Resource Planning. A business management 

software. 

FS Financial Systems. The squad at Spotify responsible for 

the ERP system at Spotify.   

SLA Service Level Agreement. A service contract between 

business entities where a service is formally defined.   

SOP Standard Operating Procedure. Written instruction that 

defines a process.   

ITIL Information Technology Infrastructure Library. ITIL is a 

framework for IT service management in an IT organiza-

tion. 

BPMN Business Process Modeling Notation. BPMN was 

created to provide a notation that is readily understand-

able by all business users. 

KPI Key Performance Indicator. A performance measure-

ment to evaluate the performance of a business unit. 

AD Advertisement.  
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 

During the last couple of years, Spotify has gone through a period of 

extreme growth. The focus has been on sales to increase the number of 

users, particularly paying, “premium”, users. Such strong growth has 

come with some challenges for the enterprise resource planning (ERP) 

change management team, Financial Systems (FS). There have not been 

enough resources to properly model and document the processes. This 

has led to some more or less local processes within the different teams 

within Spotify. 

FS has identified four levels of processes that covers all change man-

agement in the ERP system: 

 Project 

 Change Requests 

 Hotfixes 

 Support 

Several teams within Spotify input or consume data in the ERP system. 

KRÖSUS and XENA are the more technical teams that are involved in 

the payment solutions. The New York-based CREAM team is responsi-

ble for the ads that appear in the free version of Spotify. There is also the 

sales tech team, BADNECK and the Business Development (BD) team. 

Financial Systems is the team that is responsible for development and 

releases in the ERP system.  

1.2 Purpose 

In relation to the background, there is a need to collect and go through 

the different methods that teams and people are currently using to 

initiate change in the ERP system. After the information has been 

collected, it needs to be analyzed to propose improvements in the cross-

functional work. In order to improve FS’s change management process, 

there is a need for a clear definition of the process. 

1.3 Limitations 

The thesis is limited to charting which working methods the different 

teams use in change management and to see what challenges these 

present to the collaboration in cross-functional processes that affect the 

ERP-system. 
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The thesis will not include: 

 How projects are managed internally at Spotify. 

 Evaluation of software solutions to support and manage the 

change management processes. 

1.4 Objectives 

In order to reach the purpose of the thesis, it has been divided into four 

different problem definitions: 

1. Review how the different system teams are working with change in 

the Ads Sales and Premium Sales processes. 

2. Lay out/Identify differences between the teams and what challenges 

they impose to the cross-functional change management work. 

3. Propose improvements to help make change management in cross-

functional processes even better. 

4. Help document the change management process to be used for 

system changes in the ERP system.  

1.5 Overview 

Chapter one 

Contains an introduction to the thesis. It describes the background to the 

problem, the scope and limitations of the thesis as well as a definition of 

the objectives. 

Chapter two  

Includes more information related to the project. Here, the most essen-

tial parts are described in detail to give a deeper understanding of the 

report as a whole. 
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Chapter three 

Describes the step-by-step working method for how the study and 

thesis were produced/conducted. Furthermore, it includes motivation 

for the choice of method, as well as a discussion of the shortcomings. 

Chapter four 

Presents a compilation of the results on how the different system teams 

are working with change in the Ads Sales and Premium Sales processes, 

based on semi-structured interviews. This chapter also includes notifica-

tions of the teams’ processes, which point out the differences between 

how the teams are working today. 

Chapter five 

Suggestions on how Spotify can improve their change management 

processes to make cross-functional work even better. Presentation of 

templates to be used for system changes in the ERP system, with expla-

nations. 

Chapter six 

A discussion about the validity and reliability of the results, as well as a 

conclusion and some personal thoughts. 

1.6 The writers’ contribution 

Our work started nearly from scratch and we have implemented and 

compiled all the research on our own. With continuous feedback from 

Spotify and some help as which persons to contact and what questions 

to ask, we were able to identify and create all the process maps. 
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2 Theory 
2.1 Change Management for IT systems 

Change management is a part of IT governance, which aims to improve 

the business value of IT. IT governance includes all systems and pro-

cesses to manage and develop the service level of IT [1]. 

Change management in IT aims to minimize the problems that can arise 

when implementing changes to the IT systems. Change management 

ensures that there are standardized processes and methods in place to 

handle changes to the IT systems. 

2.2 ITIL 

ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) is a framework for 

IT service management in an IT organization. It is vendor-neutral, non-

prescriptive and best practice [2]. In ITIL the IT service management is 

described as a service lifecycle, which has five major parts. These are 

described in the five publications: 

 ITIL Service Strategy (SS) 

 ITIL Service Design (SD) 

 ITIL Service Transition (ST) 

 ITIL Service Operation (SO) 

 ITIL Continual Service Improvement (CSI) 
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Figure 0.1: Service management in ITIL [2]. 

In ITIL, change management is defined as an IT service management 

process within the Service Transition publication [2]. A change in ITIL 

means that one or more Configuration Items receive a new status. A 

Configuration Item represents hardware or software within a company 

that are worth managing [2]. 
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Figure 2.2: Example of a normal change process in ITIL [2]. 

The change management process is also linked to incident management 

and problem management. Both of these processes can initiate changes 

to be handled by the change management process. 

2.3 Agile Project method 

There are various agile methodologies, but common for all is that they 

are flexible, due their iterative philosophy. Agile methods are often used 

in software development and the IT industry [3]. 

One of the key aspects of an agile method is that the deliverables are 

submitted in stages. Every delivery contains a small portion of new 

functionality or changes. 

An agile method is flexible compared to a more traditional project 

method such as the waterfall method, where you first set up long-term 

requirements and objectives. As technology projects are very hard to 
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predict, the risk of a lot of work going to waste is high if it is not done in 

an agile environment with iterations. 

 

Figure 2.3: Traditional “waterfall” project process [4]. 

 

Figure 2.4: Agile method with iteration [4]. 

 

2.4 Spotify Organization 

Spotify has been an Agile company from the very start [5]. Even after 

growing exponentially over the last few years, the company focuses on 

agile methodologies and having an agile organization.   

The Spotify organization structure is not designed to be easily under-

stood [5]. It was designed to promote agile methods in development. 

This means that even if the overall structure can seem quite easy to 

grasp, the actual organization may not always follow this structure.  
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Figure 0.3: Spotify organization structure [5]. 

Squads 

Almost everything in Spotify begins with a squad. A squad is a self-

organizing team that has all the skills and tools required to design, 

develop and release code. In other words, a squad is a typical SCRUM 

[5] team. 

Squads should be as autonomous as possible, in order not to be depend-

ent on other squads. A squad should also have direct access to its 

associated stakeholders.  

In the Spotify office, squads sit together and have their own lounge area. 

A squad generally does not have a manager but rather a product owner. 

The product owner prioritizes the work for the squad, the “what”, but is 

not involved in how the squad works. 

Chapters 

On the horizontal level in the matrix organization we have the chapters. 

A Chapter is a group of people from different squads with a similar 

skillset. This could be for example a front-end engineer, back-end 

engineer and quality assurance. Each function has a different chapter. 

Each chapter has a chapter lead that is the line manager for all people in 

the chapter. The chapter lead also works in a squad to keep in touch 

with the day-to-day work.  
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Whereas the squad is the “what” in the Spotify organization, the chapter 

is the “how”.  

Tribes 

A tribe is a collection of squads. These squads all work in related areas 

and a therefore group together into a tribe. It is important that the 

squads still have autonomy in order not to be dependent on other 

squads in the tribe. 

Each tribe has a tribe leader that is responsible for providing the squads 

in that tribe with the best environment possible. Typically, squads in a 

tribe sit next to each other in the office to promote collaboration.  

Tribes are designed to be less than 100 persons, The Dunbar number [5]. 

Guilds 

A guild is an informal group of people that share knowledge and 

interests. A guild can span all over the organization and is not necessari-

ly local to a tribe. Each guild has a guild coordinator, who coordinates 

the guild and any events within the group. Being a part of a guild is 

voluntary. 

2.4.1 Teams/Squads at Spotify relevant to the thesis 

Financial Systems (FS) 

FS works to automate the accounting. The alternative, to do it manually, 

is not permitted by the auditors as it does not give enough traceability. 

Spotify had an exemption from this during 2011/2012. During this time, 

Spotify started to work on a plan to integrate with the systems that feed 

the ERP system with data. These systems are mainly located within 

Sales Force (Ad sales) and Backend/Payment (Premium/Consumption). 

The demand for traceability is not specified in detail, but the biggest 

problem with the manual process was inadequate quality of the data.  

FS works to minimize the risks presented by manual input of data by 

improving automatization of the accounting. 
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Payment 

In the MTM (More Than Music) tribe there are two squads who work 

with payments.  

 

Xena – Handles conversions and optimizations. They focus on the user 

experience of paying for Spotify by improving the accept rate for 

standard payment methods and working to ensure that relevant local 

payment methods are available. 

Krösus – The core payment platform team. Writing the infrastructure 

and responsible for the integration with 3rd party payment providers. 

They implement the types of payment solutions Spotify uses in their 

different markets. Krösus is the team that exports data to FS. 

Advertisement (AD) Sales 

Badneck – Responsible for building the backend solutions to support the 

ad sales process at Spotify. Their focus is to make the sales process as 

easy as possible for the sales persons by automating as much as possi-

ble.  

This squad reports directly to the sales manager. Badneck is an anagram 

for backend. 

Cream – Responsible for serving all the different types of ads published 

in Spotify’s free version. 

There are three squads within Cream. One is taking care of all the video 

products. Another one is keeping track of all the user data to get better 

targeting. The third squad focuses on the platform that serve all the ads, 

including converting data from Sales force of what have been sold. 

2.5 BPMN 

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) was created to provide a 

notation that is readily understandable by all business users, from the 

business analysts that created the initial drafts of the processes, to the 

technical developers responsible for implementing the technology that 

will perform those processes, and finally, to the business people who 

will manage and monitor those processes [6]. 

BPMN defines a Business Process Diagram (BPD). BPD is a set of 

graphical elements that represent a business process, and is based on a 

flowcharting technique [6]. 
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The four basic categories of BPMN are: 

 Flow objects 

 Connecting Objects 

 Swim lanes 

 Artifacts 

Each of these categories has a small set of elements in order for modelers 

not to have to learn a large number of shapes. 

BPMN will be used to model the processes for this thesis, as it has a 

simple notation that is easy to grasp and at the same time it can model 

complex processes. The swim lane objects in BPMN are also central to 

the modeling that will be done, as it is a great way to clarify each role's 

responsibility in the processes. 

2.6 ERP system 

An ERP system is a business management software, which provides an 

integrated view of the business processes in real time. The advantage of 

an ERP system is that it allows a number of applications relevant to the 

organization to be connected to the same database and be integrated to 

each other. 

The ERP system minimizes the workflow times, helps the organization 

to be more efficient and gives the management better tools to make 

decisions. 

At Spotify, the ERP system Microsoft Dynamics NAV is used. Spotify is 

primarily using the financial function in NAV. 
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3 Method 
With regards to the different problem definitions, we have chosen a variety of 

methods depending on the type of problem that needs to be solved.  

3.1 Chart how the different system teams are working 

To review how the different system teams are working with change in 

the Ads Sales and Premium Sales processes, we opted for a qualitative 

interview method [7]. We chose to interview one or two representatives 

from the system teams. The persons of interest were selected in meet-

ings with different stakeholders. 

The interviews were semi-structured [8]; there was a set of questions for 

each of the persons interviewed, but there was also a scope for follow-

up questions that were not in the original set. The questions were open 

in order to enable interviewees to answer from their point of view 

instead of narrowing the answers to a few options. 

We decided that the chosen method was most suitable, as the number of 

stakeholders related to the project at Spotify was limited. One disad-

vantage with this method is that the results depend on each individual’s 

preference, which can diverge from reality.  

In order to see whether our findings from the interviews were in fact a 

realistic reflection of the cross-functional work at Spotify, we studied a 

complete cross-functional project that was recently concluded. 

3.2 Process modeling and laying out differences 

To model the business processes at Spotify and lay out the differences 

between the teams, we used the BPMN standard. We compiled a 

comparison table based on the answers in the interviews.  The questions 

in the comparison table were chosen specifically out of the original set of 

questions in order to illustrate the different working methods between 

the teams. 

BPMN is a graphical notation to model business processes that is similar 

to the activity diagram in the UML specification [6]. As BPMN is created 

specifically for modeling business processes [9], it fits the requirements 

of the project better than other similar modeling techniques. 

We chose to use the following notification within the BPMN standard 

- Event 

- Activity 
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- Gateway 

- Sequence Flow 

- Message Flow 

- Association 

- Lane 

- Data Object 

- Message 

Although BPMN is an established method for business modeling, it can 

be hard to model the correct processes for each respective team since we 

only based our results on the answers given in the interviews rather 

than observing their work flow in their daily work. 

Included in Appendix C: BPMN quick reference poster is a quick reference 

poster explaining the most common objects in PBMN. 

 

3.3 Propose improvements to cross-functional projects 

Several additional interviews were held with different persons in the 

Spotify organization. These interviews where unstructured and adapted 

according to the person interviewed. The objective of these interviews 

was to get a larger picture of the Spotify organization, but also to 

discuss potential solutions to the cross-functional work between the 

agile teams. This was done as Spotify is aware of the problems and has 

put efforts into finding solutions. One problem with looking for solu-

tions within Spotify is that the persons can have a self-interest in the 

solution and not see the whole picture. 

We also searched through the KTH online library and the web for any 

papers or studies on agile work in large organizations and the problems 

that arise with fast growing agile organizations. Looking at other 

organizations can be problematic as the culture of the organizations can 

be very different. This will make implementing the change hard or even 

impossible. 
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3.4 Document processes for system changes in the ERP 
system 

A Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) [10] modeled in BPMN is used 

to document the change management process used by the FS team. 

While writing the SOP it was compared against the change management 

and incident management in ITIL. The purpose for doing this was to 

make sure no vital steps in the change management process was missing 

and also make sure the terminology used followed best practice.  

The SOP gives uniformity to the change management process that 

affects the ERP system, and helps FS to be more efficient and retain 

control regardless of the level of change it may concern. 

The SOP brings structure and clarity to the task at hand, but they also 

formalize the process, which in turn may cause employees to find them 

too inflexible and consequently not follow them. 

As change management processes change relatively often, it is im-

portant that these documents be continuously updated. 
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4 Table of questions and process maps 
4.1 Table format 

To present the differences between the teams some of the answers from 

the interviews are compiled in a table. The table is available in Appendix 

A: Table of comparison from the interviews. The format of the table is 

presented below, without any data. 

Question Financial Systems 

(FS) 

Payment (Xena 

and Krösus) 

Salesforce 

(Badneck) 

Cream 

     

 

4.2 Process maps 

One process map, or flowchart, was drawn in BPMN for each of the 

areas relating to change management in the ERP system. The flowcharts 

can be found in Appendix B: Flowchart models of the teams current change 

management. 
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5 Improvements and the change 
management process 

5.1 Improvement to cross-functional development  

As we have seen during the interviews, Spotify does not currently have 

an explicit way of doing cross-functional development. Most of the 

work today is ad hoc. When done between teams that historically have 

been working closely or sit near each other physically, the challenges are 

less, but could still benefit from a more structured process on how to 

handle the cross functional development. 

During the course of the project we have identified a few different 

suggestions on how the teams at Spotify can do the cross-functional 

work better. 

1. Introduce a Coordinator role 

Many problems between the payment and FS teams seem to stem from 

information exchange problems. Payment does not have a single point 

of contact when making changes that are cross-functional and may even 

have to guess who to contact in the financial organization. 

Introducing a coordinator role as the single point of contact for all 

changes that require developments in the ERP system or its interfaces 

would prevent information from being stranded somewhere. The 

coordinator would be part of the financial team but would have an 

intense collaboration with the teams related to the Payment and Ads 

processes. 

2. Create a new squad (team) 

Typically, an agile team should be as autonomous as possible. This 

means dependencies on other teams should be as low as possible. FS is 

currently dependent on many other teams, specifically the Payment and 

Ads/sales teams. Creating one or several new teams that are composed 

of people from all areas that are affected could remedy this problem.  

One starting point may be to carry out a value stream mapping [11] of 

the Payment and Ads/Sales streams, respectively. Key roles in the 

streams can then be identified and would be part of the new team. Since 

teams should consist of around 7 +- 2 members [4][12], multiple teams 

may need to be created for each of the streams. 
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3. Having cross functional project leaders (project organization) 

When projects in Financial Systems are initiated, someone on the team is 

appointed project leader, even if the project is cross-functional. Usually 

it can be a struggle to get the resources needed from other teams as they 

have their own priorities.  

Introducing project leaders that only drive cross functional projects and 

have the authority to be part of the prioritization of backlog items for 

the different teams could somewhat remedy this.  

Taking it one step further, the cross functional project leaders should be 

able to form temporary teams, picking people from the different teams 

involved for the amount of time needed (similar to creating so called 

WAR [13] rooms).  

4. Other smaller changes 

4.1. Currently the key performance indicator (KPI) used in the differ-

ent teams do not take the whole value chain into account. E.g. 

Payment is primarily measured by growth. Having KPIs that 

take the whole chain into account should increase the incentives 

to make cross-functional changes work better. 

4.2. Introducing the concept of Integration Camp [14]. This is a 

workshop in which participants from the teams that needs to in-

tegrate components work together. There are clearly defined 

goals to implement and test the integration. There are typically 

2-10 participants and the camp takes 1-5 days. A facilitator 

schedules the camp, makes any arrangements and compiles 

minutes [14]. 

4.3. Having clear service level agreements (SLA) between the differ-

ent teams working together would (at least) make cross-

functional changes more deterministic and decrease the uncer-

tainty about when a change can be made.  Having the Payment, 

Ads/Sales and Financial systems team in the same tribe would 

bring the teams closer and should make collaboration better as 

they would be under the same leadership. 
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5.2 Change management process in FS – Standard Operating 
Procedure 
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Change management in financial systems 

Purpose 

This document describes the Change Management process at Spotify for 

the Financial Systems team. 

Scope 

All changes done by the Financial Systems team should follow this 

procedure.  

Definitions 

Support 

Support is defined as a case that comes to the support that can be closed 

without causing any changes to any part of the financial system. This 

means it never initiates any development efforts. 

Hotfix 

A hotfix is a resolution for a bug found by an end user. It always ad-

dresses existing functionality of the system and does not ask for addi-

tional features. There are two types of hotfixes: 

- Emergency Hotfix. In case there is an outage of service affecting 

many users and there is no know workaround, the hotfix will be 

treated as an emergency hotfix.  

- Hotfix. If the outage is limited or there is a known workaround 

the hotfix will be treated as a “normal” hotfix.  

Change Request 

A change request is a request for new functionality in the system that is 

requested by an end user. It asks for small enhancements in functionali-

ty.  

Project 

A project is a significant change to the system that requires more plan-

ning and resources than a change request. It is usually started based on 

strategic initiatives or as part of the quarterly intake process.  

Procedure 
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Initiation 

Change can be initiated through three different “channels”. 

1. A support case is created by an end user. The case goes through 

the support process that is described in a high level in the 

flowchart and if a change in the system is required to accommo-

date the request, an entry is added to the backlog by the support.  

2. Operational initiatives. Operational initiatives are typically 

change requests coming in a constant flow from the stakeholder. 

3. Strategic initiatives are initiatives coming from management usu-

ally in the form of projects. 

Unless the change is an Emergency Hotfix, it will be added to the 

backlog. Emergency Hotfixes are fast-tracked to development. 

Planning 

 The stakeholders in finance prioritize the backlog.  

  The process owner, together with the team, does a rough estima-

tion of the items in the backlog. 

 Items from the backlog are then added to the sprint backlog in a 

sprint planning meeting. 

Design 

 A hotfix is typically small, and since it is meant to fix a bug, no 

design is necessary. 

 A system architect designs the solution to a change request or a 

project and the design is then reviewed according to the design 

review guidelines.   

 If the review process determines that the design follows the 

guidelines, development can begin; otherwise the design needs to 

be reworked. 
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Development 

 Development process is when code is written to accommodate 

the requested change. 

 After development is done for a backlog item, a code review is 

conducted according to the code review guidelines. 

 If the code review rejects the change the code need to be rewritten 

in accordance with the guidelines. 

 Once the code change is approved it needs to be deployed to a 

test instance. Once this is done, a code transport document needs 

to be created, which details the code and objects that need to be 

transferred. 

Testing 

 System tests are conducted by the QA team or can be done by 

automatic testing (unit tests).  

 If the system tests fail, the code needs to be revised by a develop-

er. 

 If the system tests are successful and the change is a project or a 

change request, the end user (or stakeholder which now has the 

role of an end user) needs to perform user acceptance test(s) to 

verify that the change works as expected. 

 Once all testing is done, the system owner reviews the change to 

see that all necessary steps have been taken and are properly 

documented. If not, the changed is pushed back in the process. 

Training 

 If end user training is required before the change is implemented, 

it should be conducted before the code is deployed to production. 

Deployment and reporting back 

 The code is deployed to production according to the transfer 

document in the timeframe determined. 

 Once the code is deployed, the process owner updates the back-

log. 
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 If the origin of the case is from the support, the support case is 

updated and support reports back to the end user. 

 If the change was initiated by a stakeholder, the stakeholder is 

notified by the process owner. As a part of this, a release note 

document is sent to the stakeholder. 
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6 Discussion 
Our focus during the course of this work has been to make sure we 

produce something that the company can actually use. As our past 

experience tells us, in order to have people use something it has to be 

simple and easy to understand. This is why we opted to use BPMN as a 

modeling tool for modeling workflows. A lot of thought and work has 

also gone into making the flowcharts clean and simple for the same 

purpose.  

Several other methods such as Universal Market Language (UML), were 

also considered. However, we came to the conclusion that the results 

generated by these would have been very similar to ours in this study, 

the only difference being the difficulty of interpretation.  

Change management is a complex process in all IT systems, especially in 

ERP systems that are in themselves inheritably complex. Fortunately 

there is a lot of research being done and many frameworks to handle the 

change management process. ITIL is one of the most common, and thus 

comparing against it has been helpful in proposing an SOP for financial 

systems. Since ITIL is one of the leading frameworks for IT service 

management, and is based on best practice, it gave us a more accurate 

process without missing any vital steps. 

Finding differences in how the teams work at Spotify and proposing 

improvements in the cross-functional work has been both the most fun 

and challenging aspect of the work we have done.  We quickly realized 

that we would not be able to propose improvements to the project 

methodology used at Spotify within the scope of the report.  

Since Spotify has an overall policy of working according to agile meth-

odology, our proposals for improvement have this in mind. One of the 

main challenges for Spotify in the recent years has been how to effec-

tively scale up the agile process while growing almost exponentially.  

When proposing changes to the cross-functional work at Spotify, our 

main source of information has been our own experiences together with 

the formal interviews with key persons at Spotify, and also informal 

talks with people in our professional network. We have of course also 

read and looked for material in other sources, but there is not much 

written about large scale agile-powered companies. Most sources we 

have found come to the conclusion that “it probably can be done, but it 

will be hard”.  
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The interviews confirmed that the different teams are working with 

different methods. We also found that the teams had different percep-

tions of when they had delivered value and of their responsibility when 

affecting other teams. We believe the face-to-face interview is funda-

mental to get some understanding of Spotify’s not so easy-to-

understand organization. 

The main problem is really to get the autonomous agile teams (squads at 

Spotify) to work together efficiently. But this creates dependencies, 

which should always be avoided when using an agile structure. The 

obvious solution would be to reorganize the squads to create as few 

dependencies as possible, which is one of the suggestions we have 

proposed.  

We have in our study reached the objectives that we set out from the 

start. The result of the thesis would in our view be the same if the 

project was having the same starting point and using the same methods.  

Any company working with agile methods in a large-scale company 

should be able to benefit from most of the suggestions for improvements 

in the cross-functional work presented in this study. An agile team 

working with change management in an ERP system for change man-

agement could, at least with some minor changes, use the SOP created 

for financial systems in an ERP system.  

The proposed improvements concluded by this thesis are by design on a 

high level. If Spotify adopts some of the improvements suggested, 

additional work needs to be done to actually implement them, e.g. a role 

description created for the coordinator role or the cross functional 

project leaders. 

There has been limited research in using agile methods by large organi-

zations. Most of the papers available focus on how to implement agile in 

existing organizations. Scaling agile in fast growing organizations does 

not seem, as discussed earlier, to be a common research subject. Further 

research in this area is definitely needed. 
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Appendix A: Table of comparison from the interviews 
Questions Financial Systems (FS) Payment (Xena and Krösus) Salesforce (Badneck) Cream 

Does your team 

divide (their) 

work into 

different levels? 

Mentions four different levels 

(Project, Change Request, 

Hotfix, and Support). The 

boundaries for project and 

change request are not clearly 

defined.  

No. They see everything as 

“work”. Perhaps they can divide 

it into “Features” and “Bugs”. 

Not really, but they do handle 

support cases as their own category. 

This will probably develop with the 

Bieber project. 

No, if there is a small change which 

has a very low risk it will be a low level 

of testing. A higher risk will involve 

more testing. 

Who initiates 

your team’s 

work? 

Almost always FS. We use a 

pull method quarterly from all 

Stakeholders including 

ourselves. 

The business. It’s very rare for 

Payment to initiate any projects 

on their own. 

Has a quarterly active (pull based) 

intake process. These are added to a 

backlog. In addition, there is a 

strategic intake process with 

demands from the management. 

 Spotify users report problems in 

Salesforce’s support system 

“Cases” and can also suggest new 

functionality in a system called “SF 

ideas”. 

Cream has a strategy that decide their 

focus based on the senior sales stake 

holders in the global sales team. The 

also get requests continuously from the 

sales people. 

Who prioritizes 

your team’s 

work? 

Makes a prioritization 

suggestion and gives it to 

Finance, who makes the final 

decision. 

The product owner prioritizes the 

different work tasks. 

The backlog is prioritized with the 

management team quarterly. 

The tribe leader prioritize the high 

level tasks together with the tech 

leaders. The product owner breaks it 

down to weekly goals 

Who 

coordinates 

(your team’s) 

work? 

(We) coordinate and initiate 

communication. Sometimes 

Payment finishes a project that 

affects FS without telling FS. 

The product owner coordinates 

and most often the engineers 

drive. 

Mattias, the squad leader both 

coordinates and drives. 

The product owner coordinate but the 

tribe leader drives most of the work. 

Who follows up Jonas (Service area lead) has It depends on the feature. Both Mainly it is Mattias who follows Every week the product owner follow 
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(the) work 

(done (by your 

team))? 

final sign-off for projects. Before 

him, the business, design, code 

and users also sign off. 

parties can follow up, but it is 

more of an informal 

communication. 

up and reports back to the 

stakeholders and management 

up and report what their squad has 

done and will do next week. The tribe 

leader compile the squads report and 

send it to the other tech teams. 

Which method 

does your team 

use? 

FS works with agile methods to 

get more frequent releases and 

better workflow. They use 

sprints and stand ups. However 

not all sprints include a release. 

Every team is responsible for 

evaluating and developing their 

method, as long it is an agile 

method. They never write a 

specification. If they use a 

specification, it becomes a user 

story that needs to be supported. 

Badneck uses sticky notes on a 

board to keep track of what is to be 

done, what is being done and what 

is done during each sprint 

(Kanban). Daily standups are 

carried out with three persons in 

Stockholm and the people in the US 

(CREAM). 

Cream works with agile methods. To 

test changes cream use A/B testing, 

Code reviews, test in a stage 

environment 

Which tools 

does your team 

use? 

JIRA, Excel and some control 

and policy documents (Jonas has 

an Excel document to plan 

capacity). 

Whiteboards to track week-to-

week priority, JIRA to track user 

stories (normally how a 

Stakeholder initiates a change/ 

ticket), GIT for Source code 

management, GERRIT for code 

review, Bamboo to build and 

depart the deployment. 

For the Kanban several tools have 

been tried, Trello and Post-it notes 

are used now. 

Running board. 

How does your 

team 

communicate 

internally? 

There is no structured way, it 

all happens ad hoc. 

No joint stand ups between the 

teams. Generally person-to-

person. IRC, chat, Google 

hangout. Xena has an e-mail list. 

Krösus don’t have their own e-

mail list but one for both teams. If 

a change is initiated through JIRA 

normally it will be reported back 

in the same system 

Inside the team it is person-to-

person as they sit close to each 

other.  

 

They also have the daily stand ups 

with the people in New York. 

Daily stand ups and weekly sprints. 

PO has the key responsible to 

communicate with other teams. 

Does your team 

work differently 

Not applicable. No structured way. Depends 

which member of the team that 

Not really any difference compared 

to other changes. Just keep in mind 

They try to alert before making the 

change to avoid that something 
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in a cross 

functional 

project? 

Especially with 

Financial 

Systems. 

carries out the changes (if he/she 

thinks the change will affect FS or 

the way that FS will consume the 

data).  

that the change to Salesforce needs 

to be in sync with the change to the 

ERP interface. The specification to 

what change needs to be done to the 

interface is usually written by the 

FS team. 

downstream breaks. In current system 

it’s hard to do changes. That will 

probably change when they implement 

a new system which is more flexible. 
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management 
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Appendix C: BPMN quick reference poster  
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